
“I wish I had been able to“I wish I had been able to
attend more of it”attend more of it”

“It was a good, well thought out“It was a good, well thought out
and well organised programme”and well organised programme”

“The Informed Researcher workshops break down“The Informed Researcher workshops break down
essential information in a logical step by step manner”essential information in a logical step by step manner”

“Good and necessary for new researchers.“Good and necessary for new researchers.
This has to be continued in the future”This has to be continued in the future”

“I think it should be compulsory for anyone in their“I think it should be compulsory for anyone in their
first year of study at PGR level...”first year of study at PGR level...”

“The sessions are structured in a way that addresses“The sessions are structured in a way that addresses
the needs of researchers at differing levels”the needs of researchers at differing levels”

“You get some handy tips that would“You get some handy tips that would
be awful to find out a year into research!”be awful to find out a year into research!”

“What I find most useful is that the skills I am learning from“What I find most useful is that the skills I am learning from
the workshop are vital to my PhD research study”the workshop are vital to my PhD research study”

REVIEWSREVIEWS

WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THIS SERIES TO OTHERS?WOULD YOU RECOMMEND THIS SERIES TO OTHERS?

YESYES

NONO

Feedback received from the Informed Researcher survey, distributed to 62 researchers who attended 1 or more workshops. A total of 35 responses were received.eedback received rom the n ormed Researcher survey, distributed to 6 researchers who attended 1 or more workshops. A tota o 5 responses were received
Feedback was also taken at the end of each individual workshop.


